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Many people in Botswana are under the wrong perception that AIDS is a disease that only affects the
homosexual population and those people who misuse drugs. To make effective use of radio there should be
close co-ordination between the schools and broadcasting authorities. There are different types of
demonstration design in different subjects. Puppets can serve as an effective aid to learning. Blackboards are
being replaced with white and smart boards. Multimedia presentations can be in video or audio form, or as a
combination of both for presenting information. What is written on the board with an electronic stylus may be
stored as a computer file, printed and copied to members of the group. You may use photographs in many
different ways. Radio can bring the talks of experts in various subjects like science, mathematics, music,
language and social-studies. He must introduce the students regarding the subject matter contains in the
records. There are many different types of hearing aids available, however the type of hearing loss depends on
which hearing aid will be most suitable Similar Essays Three Different Types Of Teaching Styles words - 4
pages Three Different Types of Teaching Styles I am going to be looking at three different types of teaching
styles. After a suitable period for discussion has been allowed the groups are asked to summarise their
deliberations and, using the flip chart as a guide, present their findings to the whole group. Out of the many
kinds of teaching aids available and discussed today during a primary teacher training course in Delhi the ones
that are mainly used can be broadly classified into three categories: Visual aids Audio-visual aids Visual Aids:
These make use of the sense of vision and common examples are slides, overhead projectors, chalkboards,
maps, pictures, etc. The font size will be too small. Any material meant for display before the class while
teaching can also be typed on such transparencies using a good carbon paper. Video images can also be made
available via a website for students to view in their private study time. How many lines of text should appear
on a slide? These add to your presentation provided they are used sparingly. These styles of teaching are used
in different circumstances i. It can also be used to stimulate students or relieve anxiety, fears or boredom since
many teaching aids are like games. The circumference is divided into suitable sections. Educational
Technology. Cross-sectional models are used to highlight the inner-part of an object. Related posts:. The most
important teaching aids in the classroom: The teacher and the blackboard- You know in the classroom, to
make educational atmosphere the teacher need to use many teaching aids. Faithe Wempsen Published by Sams
Publishing, ISBN You would need to be a fast reader to do it in ten minutes, but this is a well-illustrated and
easy to use guide. Review the lesson by selectively using flash cards. The pupils may be asked to read the
relevant materials from books or gather information about the place to be visited from various sources. They
are small electronic devices which will amplify sounds, so sounds which patients could not usually hear
become clear and will also help to override the tinnitus. It is used as an aid to display interesting and important
news, photographs, pictures etc. Teach your learners to understand visuals 7.


